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Winnie the World Puppet Scripts
Purpose: To teach the children about a country, explain to them about the 
needs of the country, and instill within their hearts the need to pray and 
give so that country can be reached with the gospel.

Winnie scripts can be spoken live or presented with the prerecorded CD 
available from BGMC. Each is a two-person script. Scripts can be read, per-
formed by a puppet, acted out by a Winnie character you have created, or made 
into story form using transparencies. 

After the script, discuss the main points with the children. Talk about the need to 
pray for the country and the missionaries. Talk about the need for the children to 
give their money to missions. Introduce the Winnie’s Newsletter for Kids and the 
map and flag reproducible page, and continue talking about this area of the world.

Winnie the World Puppet: (item number 19-AZ-0140, $99) is available from GPH for use with the 
Winnie the World puppet scripts. The script is available on CD (item number 715-LC-577, $10) for those 
who use prerecorded scripts in their puppet shows.

Full-Body Winnie the World Costume from the SonShine Puppet Company: The SonShine 
Puppet Company has designed a new full-body Winnie the World costume. This costume sells for $299, 
plus shipping. It is made to order. For more details, look at the ad in the back of this manual. This cos-
tume is great for a helper to wear while talking about missions. For more information, call the Son-
Shine Puppet Company at (800) 257-8773. 

Drop-Mouth Puppet: Winnie the World is a drop-mouth style puppet and can be made inexpensively. 
Parts and instructions for making a drop-mouth puppet are available from the SonShine Puppet Com-
pany. You may inquire about this product by calling (800) 257-8773.

Full-Body Costume: Check various pattern companies for costume patterns with a sphere-like shape 
that could be adapted to a globe costume. Have the person 
who wears the costume come in very excited about one 
of her countries. She might even come in carrying treats 
(Winnie the World Wecipes) that she has discovered. (She 
wuvs to eat!) Some days she may come in crying uncontrol-
lably because she is “weeping for wost woved ones in a con-
twee without any missionawies.” Note: We have suggested 
that she talk with a lisp, substituting w’s for r’s and l’s. If 
this offends you, you may give her any kind of voice you 
wish. Her heart “moves” to the country you are studying. 
Just pin it from the inside so you can move it each month.

During Halloween season, many stores sell pumpkin cos-
tumes. Using this as a pattern, turn the pumpkin into a 
world and use it for Winnie.
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